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Design and Access Statement   
35 Bridge End  
Warwick 
 
Building Information and Current Condition                 
 
The property is Grade II listed and is a domestic dwelling. Originally this and 33 Bridge End were one 
dwelling but is now two with No. 35 being the right hand side. It is two storey with a jettied attic 
floor and the area of repair is the upper gables.  
 

 
 
The jetty cills to both gables are in a poor condition where the infill panels are slightly recessed 
leaving a ledge for water to settle. The mortices in the jetty cill for the uprights have suffered from 
significant rot and therefore timber repairs are required. The situation has not been aided by the 
fact the timber was sealed on the top with “flashband” a temporary waterproofing material and this 
has masked the repair and trapped moisture. The infill panel historically have been replaced with 
cement render and therefore this will also prevent moisture evaporating. 
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Design 
The integrity of the jetty cill will be re-established to keep as much of the historic fabric as possible. 
On the jetty cill the centre section of both beams will be replaced but retaining the end sections 
where it is considered that there is still enough sound remaining timber that a joint can be formed. 
The jointing has been detailed so that the oriel window at first floor, which joints into the underside 
of the jetty cill, will have the original jointing arrangement reinstated. It is also proposed that if 
possible the detail on the front chamfer on the jetty cill will be removed and then transplanted onto 
the new timber. Traditional carpentry joints will be used and 5 year air dried oak so as to greatly 
reduce any shrinkage. The joints will be cut tight to prevent water ingress into the mortices along 
with a small lead cover piece incorporated into the face patch. The top of the beam where it 
protrudes from the panels will have a small chamfer so water discharges away from the building.  
The frame will be redecorated to match the existing but utilising breathable stain or paint. 
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The basis of the repair is that the damaged oak will be replaced with sound oak, the framing will be 
re-established so the building functions structurally as originally intended and all material used will 
be breathable so as not to trap moisture.  
     
Access 
The works are at the front of the property but there is access for the contractor and therefore these 
works have no impact. 
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